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Migration Process (Changes tables)

1. Implement all ReviewDb features in NoteDb (late 2013-)

2. Start writing new changes to NoteDb (mid-2016)

3. Convert all changes from ReviewDb -> NoteDb (late 2016)
   ...fix inconsistencies, repeat

4. Switch primary storage to NoteDb (Jan 2017)

5. Turn off ReviewDb access (Mar 2017)
Post-(Google-)Migration

- Fuse code and meta ref updates (Apr 2017)
- Delete ReviewDb tables, because we can (Q2)
- ???
- Delete ReviewDb/gwtorm bindings
TODO(dborowitz): Gerrit 3.0

- Teach JGit to do atomic multi-ref updates
- Benchmark offline RebuildNoteDb on a real site (Android?)
- Online migration tool?
- Export tool?
- Code cleanup (ReviewDb accesses, mutable fields, etc.)
Thanks